Correct
cONTEMPORARY GROUPS
make good EBVs
Brangus SA

The moment you don’t trust the EBVs you are getting from your Breedplan analysis,
don’t blame BLUP, but rather have a good, hard look at your contemporary or
management groups.

Introduction
Accurate recording of management groups is vital to getting good EBVs. Remember the formula that says Phenotype
is equal to Genotype plus Environment. In other words the Genotype we wish to evaluate is equal to the Phenotype or
value we measure or observe less the influence of the environment.
G=P–E
Blup is a very intricate mathematical attempt to remove the identifiable environmental influences from the phenotype
leaving the genotype exposed. Now these environmental influences are basically controlled by these management
groups. Inaccurate management groups lead to a greater error percentage on the genotype side of the formulae.

Breedplan
BLUP analyses cattle in contemporary groups to isolate the influence of as many of the non-genetic effects as possible.
(eg. Feeding, years, seasons). The underlying principle is that only animals that have had an equal opportunity to perform
are directly compared together within each contemporary group.
If the contemporary groups are not correctly formed, the EBVs calculated will be less accurate and possibly even
misleading. Most of the problems that breeders encounter in believing their EBVs can be traced back to incorrect
contemporary groups. This can be either calves being fragmented into isolated groups of only one or two animals or by
nor differentiating between calves that have had different levels of management or feeding.
The breeder has a major influence on deciding which animals will be directly compared within each contemporary group.
This influence is through both their on farm management and the submission of management group information to
Breedplan. In this manner, it is vital that breeders understand the factors that influence the formation of contemporary
groups to ensure they maximise the effectiveness of their Breedplan recording.
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The Division of Data in Breedplan
A uto m atic
-

Herd
Calving Year
Sex of Calf
Twin/Single
Birth Status
Dam Age

A uto m atic , b ut c a n b e B r e e d e r In flu e n c e d
-

Breed
Weight Date
Calf Age

Bre ed er D ef ined M a n a g e m e n t G ro u p s
-

Birth, Post Birth, etc.

Practical Applications of Contemporary Groups
Assigning Management Groups
Animals should be assigned into different management groups in any situation when either individually or as a group ,
they have not had equal opportunity to perform. Animals in groups must have enjoyed similar conditions.
Examples of different groups are as follows: sale fed animals, seriously sick animals, some animals given growth
stimulants, some bulls used as sires, different pregnant and non-pregnant heifers.

Maximising Contemporary Group Size
An attempt must be made to get as many animals into the same contemporary groups. In order to promote accuracy of
results standardise the on farm management actions a bit in order to get more comparable ‘results’ into each group. Some
of the ideas for this would be to restrict calving periods to within 45 or 60 days of each other. Another strong suggestion
is to weigh all calves in one group on the same day. Also weigh all animals in a contemporary group before the group is
split. (eg when some bulls are castrated). If you are planning to divide animals into groups, try and divide them using the
already in place automatic groups.

Maintain Genetic Comparisons
Maintain genetic comparisons within groups. It is important to have more than one sire with progeny represented within
each contemporary group. The performance information from a contemporary group of calves that all have the same
sire contributes no information on the genetic merit of the sire. Maintain pedigree links between the groups. The more
pedigree links between the different contemporary groups, the more reliable the EBVs. Both sires and dams contribute to
these pedigree links which are used to compare between the groups.
Remix your cows into the breeding groups from year to year. Replace your breeding bulls gradually and not all in the same
year. Also split the heifer progeny of a sire between several bulls as this is important for milk EBVs.
Brangus - adapted from Breedplan
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hall of fame
Raymond Green

Paul Carshagen

Alistair Tedder

John Elliot

PJ du Plessis

Margaret Elliot

TAR Onselen

Tobie Hillier

HE Janssen

John Baxter

KB Hall

BG Oosthuyse

Samie Campher

Ferdie Naude

Jannie Campher

Jan Delport

Raymond Mc Murray

Dries Delport

John Roberts

Hylton Green

Choppie Roberts

Erwin Church

Loffie Malherbe

Robbie Morgan

John Campher

Ido Schroeder

OC Carshagen

Paul Lubout
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dinner
Paul Uys van Scania

Roy, Bennie, Andrew Miller (afslaer) & Eric

Flippie, Marita, Walter met Adanje & Ilona

Sinah & Norman

Jaco, Mia & Hanco

John, Mari & Ca

Sigi, Christo & Willem

Mornay, Nelize & Nerina

George & Maritza

Piet, Dr & Mev Firth

Charné & Michiel

Gerda & Rian

rla
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Christelle & Henk van der Westhuizen,
verteenwoordiger van Molatek.

John, Nadia & Johan

David Dobrowsky & Lize Loots – FNB

Dawie & Sunita

Jan Mostert - BKB

Allister & Nicola

Reinet & Moeder Emmie

Voor: Sharon, Barry, Jennifer & Hylton
Agter: Johan, Lewellyn & Justin

Gregan & Corné

Annemarie &
Derick Ferreira

Pieter-Jan & Chrisjon

el

Elsabe & Johan du Plessis (Seremonimeester)

national sale
Nasionale
veiling
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